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Main benefits of using Public Cloud services

Velocity & 
Innovation

Scalability Security Cost efficiency

Sustainability
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What makes Google Cloud different

Best-in-class Security
& Scalability

Open Source
No vendor lock-in

Fully Managed No Ops

Embedded AI & ML

Sustainability

Security controls at different 
levels
Compliance and soveraignity

Enables choice
Open source standards

Ease of use 
with serverless. No operations

Intelligence and AI in 
Everything. Generative AI

Carbon neutral since 2007, 
and 24/7 carbon free 
announcement for 2030



6 Icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com 

Cloud Security in Google Cloud

http://www.freepik.com/
http://www.flaticon.com/


7 Icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com 

Data Security in Google Cloud

http://www.freepik.com/
http://www.flaticon.com/


Google Cloud Networking
https://cloud.google.com/about/locations

https://cloud.google.com/about/locations


https://www.googleapis.com/compute/v1/projects/[PROJECT_ID

]/zones/[ZONE]/instances -d

'{

  "disks":[

    {

      "boot":"true",

      "initializeParams":{

        

"sourceImage":"https://www.googleapis.com/compute/v1/proje

cts/debian-cloud/global/images/debian-8-jessie-v20160301"

      }

    }

  ],

  

Google Cloud SDK

Cloud Console & Shell

Restful APIs

Mobile App
Accessing GCP

https://console.cloud.google.com

https://console.cloud.google.com


Resource Management in 
Google Cloud

● Resource Manager provides hierarchical 
grouping to organize Cloud Platform 
resources

● It manages 3 main resources containers:

○ An Organization

○ Folders

○ Projects

● Resources (VMs, databses, storage… ) are 
created in the context of a Project



User & IAM Access  Management



Consumo 

Control costs in GCP



02Compute and 
Storage 
Services



Choices of compute options



Google Compute Engine (GCE)
https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/machine-resource

https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/machine-resource


Google VPC
Project

Network (VPC)

Region 1 Region 2

Zone a Zone b Zone c Zone a Zone b

Subnet
192.168.0.0/16

Subnet
10.0.0.0/8

Subnet
172.16.0.0/12



Network

VM

Service 
account

Ingress rule

Service 
account

Egress rule

Target tag

Target

Target tag

Destination

IP range/CIDR

Source

Instance tag
Service 
account

Allow/Deny

Allow/Deny

All instances in 
network

VPC firewall

● Stateful with 
connection tracking

● Distributed: 
enforced on 
underlying host

Control paths
● VM <-> VM
● VM <-> Internet
● VM <-> On-prem

Implied rules 
● Ingress deny
● Egress allow

All instances in 
network

IP range/CIDR
Instances by 

tag or service 
account

VPC firewall to protect access



Which storage type?











03App 
Development in 
Google Cloud



Confidential + Proprietary

Google Cloud Kubernetes Engine



Confidential + Proprietary

Migration to Google Cloud



CI / CD in Google Cloud



Cloud Operations



04BigData & 
Analytics



GCP Managed database services



Data Analytics in Google Cloud



Google BigQuery - cloud datawarehouse SQL based



Cloud Dataproc - managed Hadoop/Spark cluster



Cloud Dataflow - batch and stream processing



Cloud Dataprep - visually clean and prepare your data



Looker - Business Intelligence
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Artificial 
Intelligence and 
Machine 
Learning



Google is the pioneer in AI

2015
Google DeepMind 
AlphaGo defeats Go 
champion 

2018
Google’s 
groundbreaking 
large language 
model, BERT2016

Google’s DeepMind 
helps detect eye 
disease

2017
Google invents 
Transformer 
kickstarting LLM 
revolution

2019
Text-to-Text 
Transfer Transformer
LLM 10B P Model 
Open Sourced

2022
AlphaFold predicts 
structures of all 
known proteins

2020
Google LaMDA
Model Trained to 
converse

Responsible AI

3,000 Researchers
7,000 Publications

Accountable to People

Built & Tested for Safety

Socially Beneficial Avoid creating unfair 
bias

Upholds high scientific 
standardsPrivacy in design

Bard

2023
A conversational 
AI Service 
powered by 
LaMDA.



Proprietary + Confidential

End-to-end- Machine Learning lifecycle

Feature 
engineering

Model 
selection

Hyperparameter
tuning

Train 
your model

Evaluate 
your model 

behavior

Deploy 
your model 

to get 
predictions

Define 
your data 
schema 

and target

Analyze 
your input 
features

Tables



Your AI/ML Path



Proprietary + Confidential

Vertex AI 
Pre-Trained Models 

and Services

Vision Language Conversation

Vision

Video Intelligence

AutoML Vision

AutoML
Video Intelligence

Translation

Natural Language

AutoML
Natural Language

AutoML Translation Speech-to-Text

Dialogflow

Text-to-Speech

Best in class tools allowing 
customers to leverage 

Google’s leadership in AI to 
solve common problems 

AI Industry Solutions

Fleet routing API

Contact Center AI

Translation Hub

Document AI

AutoML
Tables

Media Translation 
API

Healthcare API



Vertex AutoML 

Upload and label text, 
video and images

Train your model

Handbag Shoe Hat
AutoML 

Evaluate



BigQuery ML - build custom models with 
standard SQL

1

2

3

Execute ML initiatives without 
moving data from BigQuery

Iterate on models in SQL in BigQuery 
to increase development speed

Automate common ML tasks, 
and hyperparameter tuning



A hosted Jupyter notebook solution that 
makes it easy for Data Scientists to spin up 
JupyterLab; and gives DevOps teams the 
controls they need.
You can also link Colab with Compute 
Engine to eliminate restrictions

Centrally managed: DevOps teams can easily 
manage and secure these environments. 

Get started quickly: Latest data science and 
machine learning frameworks are pre-configured.

No learning curve: Uses the industry standard 
JupyterLab interface.

Scalable & cost-effective: Pick the hardware you 
need; and scale up and down easily. 

GCP integration: It’s easy to access and use GCP 
services from within your notebooks. 

Easily build, train, and deploy models: Supports 
the full ML lifecycle through integration with the 
most popular ML frameworks and tools.

Vertex AI Workbench



Proprietary + Confidential

GenAI revolution started at Google and we continue to innovate

Transformers
● Pathbreaking Neural Network 

Architecture 
● Open Sourced by Google in 2017
● Started the revolution in 

Language Models

T5
(Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer)
● Large Language 

Encoder-Decoder Model
● 10-billion parameter model
● Open Sourced by Google in 2019

Diffusion Models 
● High Fidelity Image Generation 

Using Diffusion Models
PaLM

● (Pathways Language Model)
● Single model to generalize 

across domains 
● 540-billion parameter, dense 

decoder model

BERT
(Bidirectional Encoder 
Representations from Transformers)
● World’s first Language Model 
● Open Sourced by Google in 2018
● SOTA on number of language 

benchmarks

LaMDA
(Language Model for Dialog 
Applications)
● Model trained on dialogue data
● Model could talk about virtually 

anything
● Published by Google in 2020

CALM
(Confident Adaptive Language 
Modeling)
● Accelerating the text generation 

of LMs

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Bard
● A conversational AI service 

powered by LaMDA.
Vertex Gen AI

● Generative AI App Builder: 
Conversation AI, Enterprise 
Search, Foundation Models

● Vertex AI: Gen AI Studio, Gen AI 
APIs,  Model Garden



Proprietary + Confidential

GenAI and Large Language Models

ML algorithms that can recognize, predict, and 
generate human languages

Pre-trained on petabyte scale text-based datasets 
resulting in large models with 10s to 100s of 
billions of parameters 

LLMs are normally pre-trained on a large corpus 
of text followed by fine-tuning on a specific task

Proprietary + Confidential

Go read this huuuuuuge pile 
of books.

So, you’ve learned about 
cats and millions of other 
concepts … what’s a cat?

A cat is a small, domesticated 
carnivorous mammal.

Generative language models 

LaMDA, PaLM, GPT-3, etc.

LLMs can also be called Large Models (includes all 
types of data modality) and Generative AI (a 
model that produces content)



Proprietary + Confidential

Why are large language models 
different? 

LLMs are characterized by emergent 
abilities, or the ability to perform tasks that 
were not included in their training 
examples.

LLMs contextual understanding of human 
language changes how we interact with 
data and intelligent systems.

LLMs can find patterns and connections in 
massive, disparate data corpora.

Proprietary + Confidential

Search

Conversation

Content generation



Proprietary + Confidential

Consumers & enterprises have different needs….

Allow data analysts to 
search and summarize 
market reports while 
controlling our data

Handle a 
customer 

service 
interaction with 
accurate info

Help my customers 
understand my financial 

products while being 
safe, explainable, and 
regulatory compliant

Is it easy to 
integrate into our 
existing apps and 

platform?

Can you guarantee 
we have access to 
state-of-the-art 

models?

Can we 
generate 

content while 
controlling 

costs?

Bard + MakerSuite Vertex AI

Consumers and 
enthusiasts

Enterprises 

Help me plan a 
neighborhood 

block party

Draft a packing list 
for my weekend 

fishing and camping 
trip

Outline my blog post 
about summer 

mocktail recipes

Give me a list of 
idioms for “let’s 
circle back” that 

aren’t cringe

I want to write 
a novel.  How 

do I get 
started?

Help me 
name my 

first EP



Proprietary + Confidential

Foundation Models
Across a variety of model sizes to address use cases

Understand and generate natural 
language

Examples: Summarize an analyst report, 
write a blog post

Text
Understand, generate, and auto-complete 

code
Examples: Write SQL code to complete a 

data analysis task, Finish this python function

Code
Generate, edit, and understand images

Examples: Ad campaigns with AI-generated 
visuals, image for website

Image

Understand and generate spoken 
conversations.

Examples: 24x7 customer service chatbot, 
virtual assistant

Dialogue 

Understand and generate audio and 
music.

Examples: Music for Youtube video, 
synthetic speaker for news broadcast

Audio and Music Roadmap

Generate, edit, and understand videos
Examples: Digital avatar, cutscene in a video 

game

Video Roadmap

Choice: Wide range of model sizes to ensure best price performance for a given app
Safety: Immediately leverage the built-in best practices, data governance, and tooling from Google Cloud AI
Innovation: Enjoy the state-of-the-art models commercialized from Google Research and Deepmind
Enterprise-ready: Built on Google infrastructure – high performance and scalability, low cost, global reach

And more models to 
come in the future …



Proprietary + Confidential

Cloud AI Portfolio
To support the needs of Generative AI centric enterprise development

Vertex AI

Contact Center AI Document AI Discovery AI Healthcare AI

 

Conversation AI

Enterprise Search Foundation 
Models

Generative AI 
App Builder

End-to-End ML Platform

Google Cloud Infrastructure

GenAI 

GenAI 

GenAI 

GenAI 

Generative AI Studio   |   Generative AI APIs   |   Model Garden

Business users

Developers

AI Practitioners



Proprietary + Confidential

Your OnPrem or 
Alternative Cloud

Your Data, Your Terms

   Your Google Cloud Perimeter

Generative AI App Builder

Google Cloud Central 
Hosting

Large Base Model
(Frozen)

Your Data

Your Inference

 Enterprise 
search

Conversation 
AI

Vertex AI

Adapter 
Layers

Your 
Security

Your Content 

Your Users

Chatbot, API, etc.
Internet/Intranet

CMEK  DRZ   AxT VPC-SC



Proprietary + Confidential

Google Cloud makes it 
easy to access, customize, 
and deploy large models - 

opening the door for a 
new-era of applications 

that can create, 
recommend, troubleshoot, 

synthesize, analyze and 
engage in a natural way.

Build, tune, and 
deploy foundation 

models with Vertex AI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yg2yHIKQ7oM


Proprietary + Confidential

Google Cloud makes it 
easy to access, customize, 
and deploy large models - 

opening the door for a 
new-era of applications 

that can create, 
recommend, troubleshoot, 

synthesize, analyze and 
engage in a natural way.

Build, tune, and 
deploy foundation 

models with Vertex AI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yg2yHIKQ7oM


06Geolocation



Google Maps API Platform

PlacesRoutes

● Maps JS
● Static Maps
● Street View
● SDK (Android/iOS)
● Embed

● Directions
● Distance Matrix
● Roads

● Places
● Places SDK for 

Android
● Places SDK for iOS
● Geocoding
● Geolocation
● Elevation
● Time Zone

Maps



A Computation Platform
A revolutionary new tool to analyze and 

visualize geospatial data at scale

What is Earth Engine?

A Data Catalog
The world's best archive of satellite imagery 
and other geospatial data at your fingertips



The Earth Engine Data Catalog

800+ public datasets

MODIS
250m daily

Vector Data
WDPA, TIGER, WHC

Weather & Climate
NOAA NCEP, OMI, ...

Terrain &
Land Cover

1+ PB of new data every month100+ datasets added yearly

70+ petabytes of data

Landsat & Sentinel
10-30m, weekly

... and upload your own vectors and 
rasters



Javascript
Client 
Library

Python
Client 
Library

Earth Engine
Web Explorer 
Code Editor

REST
API

Jupyter-based 
Development 
Environment

Web 
Applications

Earth Engine
Backend 

APIComputation

Data

Apps



The Earth Engine Code Editor

Your Scripts &
Example Scripts

API Docs

Your Data Search Your Code Data Inspector

Batch Tasks

Output 
Console

Drawing Tools Map

code.earthengine.google.com

In interactive mode, user can: 

● Edit their script

● Run the script 

● Evaluate the results 

● Repeat, refine, and perfect

● Share and publish

1

2

3

1
2

3



07Google Cloud Labs
Cloud Hero Game



Cloud Hero

Cloud Hero is a program designed for developer hands-on 
engagement. Cloud Hero events bring developers together to 
learn and engage in friendly competition against one another in 
gamified labs using their Google Cloud skills. At its core, a Cloud 
Hero game is made up of hands-on labs (Google Cloud Skills Boost) 
layered with activity-tracking and scoring. 

The objective of Cloud Hero is to deliver hands-on training and 
upskill in Google Cloud solutions, while having fun along the 
learning journey!

Signín for account  at https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/
- Sign-in with Gmail account or if you already have an account 

or Join to create a new one.

Cloud Hero

https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/


Cloud Hero

https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/
https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/u

sers/sign_in

https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/


Cloud HeroTiming and Scoring

Points are earned by 
completing the steps in 
the lab.... and bonus 
points are earned for 
speed! 

You can redo each of 
the labs up to 5 times. 
Your best score will 
count!

Be sure to complete 
each lab by clicking 
END Lab to get the 
maximum points.

Labs usually have 
checkpoints. To get 
maximum points, you 
need to have all the 
checkpoints green.



Cloud HeroGoogle Cloud Skill Badges
By playing Cloud Hero games, you are on your way to demonstrating your 
growing Google Cloud-recognized skill set through exclusive digital Google Cloud 
skill badges. These are real Google Cloud credentials, which can help you grow 
professionally and expand your Google Cloud console knowledge. 



Cloud Hero

We will have 3 
Games this 
afternoon

Infra Skills

- Navigate through the GCP console and shell
- Understand the IAM permissions
- Create VM and connect to it
- Manage traffic through a load balancer

Data Skills
- Dataprep for easy data cleaning
- Dataproc to submit Spark jobs
- Dataflow for managing a steam pipeline
- Natural Language API

Vertex AI Skills:
- BigQuery ML
- AutoML Vision to train and label images
- Vertex AI workbench for managed Jupyter Notebooks 

with Tensorflow Enterprise



Cloud HeroCloud Hero Infra II Skills Game

Continue your progress on the game. 
Here is the link: 
https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4082
The access code is 
 ch4-na-universitat-219

Access to the lab:
You will be prompted to log into Cloud Skills Boost. If you did not already have a 
Cloud Skills Boost account, you’ll need to create one. Creating an account is always 
free.

1. Click "Join this game" and enter your access code: 
ch4-na-universitat-219

2. Start taking labs to score points and watch your name rise on the 
leaderboard!

https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4082


Cloud HeroCloud Hero Infra II Skills Game
1. A Tour of Google Cloud Hands-on Labs

○ Navigate through the console and projects, understand IAM roles, enable APIs&services
2. Compute Engine Qwik Start-Windows

○ Create a Windows VM using GCP console, setup password and connect through RDP 
3. Getting Started with Cloud Shell and gcloud

○ Activate cloud shell in GCP console, set project, regions&zones. 
○ Create VM using cloud shell and list VMs. List and analyze firewall rules
○ Connect to VM and install nginx server
○ Update firewall list to allow connection to nginx server through port 80
○ View and analyze logs

4. Setup Network and HTTP load balancers
○ Set project and zone configuration
○ Create three Compute Engine VM instances and install Apache on them, then add a 

firewall rule that allows HTTP traffic to reach the instances
○ Configure load balancing service
○ Send traffic to your instance
○ Create an HTTP load balancer and a managed instance group

■ Test sending traffic to your instances through the load balancer



Cloud HeroCloud Hero Data Skills Game

Continue your progress on the game. 
Here is the link: 
https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4083
The access code is 
 ch4-na-universitat-220

Access to the lab:
You will be prompted to log into Cloud Skills Boost. If you did not already have a 
Cloud Skills Boost account, you’ll need to create one. Creating an account is always 
free.

1. Click "Join this game" and enter your access code: 
ch4-na-universitat-220

2. Start taking labs to score points and watch your name rise on the 
leaderboard!

https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4083


Cloud HeroCloud Hero Data Skills Game (I)
Dataprep Qwik Start

● Create a Cloud Storage bucket (uncheck enforce public access prevention) to allow external IP 
access

● Initialize Cloud Dataprep for your user lab
● Create a new flow
● Import datasets and modify them
● Test and run some transformations

Dataflow Qwik Start
● Create a dataset and table in BigQuery and Create a storage bucket (select cloud shell or GCP 

console)
● Create a dataflow pipeline and Run job (Pub/Sub topic to BigQuery). Wait until job finishes
● View the data written to BigQuery and execute queries

Dataproc Qwik Start
● Create dataproc cluster
● Submit Job
● Review Job output
● Update the cluster and resubmit job



Cloud HeroCloud Hero Data Skills Game (II)
Cloud Natural Language Qwik Start

● Create an API key and set the GOOGLE_APPLICATION_CREDENTIALS environment variable
● Make an entity analysis request (from a Compute Engine already created. SSH into the VM 

to launch the request)
●



Cloud HeroCloud Hero Vertex AI Game

Continue your progress on the game. 
Here is the link: 
https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4084
The access code is 
 ch4-na-universitat-221

Access to the lab:
You will be prompted to log into Cloud Skills Boost. If you did not already have a 
Cloud Skills Boost account, you’ll need to create one. Creating an account is always 
free.

1. Click "Join this game" and enter your access code: 
ch4-na-universitat-221

2. Start taking labs to score points and watch your name rise on the 
leaderboard!

https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4084


Cloud HeroCloud Hero Vertex Game (I)
Getting Started with BigQuery Machine Learning

● Create a dataset in BigQuery
● Create a model to predict whether a visitor will make a transaction (model creation will take 

approximately 2 minutes or less)
● Evaluate the model using different data (changing time frame)

○ Predict purchases by country
○ Predict purchases by user

Vertex AI Qwikstart
● Enable Google Cloud services
● Create Vertex AI custom service account for Vertex Tensorboard integration

○ Create service account and grant access to Cloud Storage, BigQuery and Vertex AI
● Create a Vertex AI Notebook with Tensorflow Enterprise 2 (Wait while notebook is provisioned)

○ Launch JupyterLab notebook
○ Clone the lab repository
○ Install lab dependencies

● Open lab instance (lab_exercise.ipynb)
○ Run each cell and analyze results



Cloud HeroCloud Hero Vertex Game (II)
Identify Damaged cars with AutoML Vision

● Upload training images to Cloud Storage
○ Create a Cloud Storage bucket
○ Upload car images to Cloud Storage bucket
○ Review if images have been correctly uploaded through GCP console

● Create a dataset
○ Upload CSV with taggs for images
○ Enable Vertex AI APIs and create dataset
○ Connect dataset to training images and upload images (it can take some minutes)

● Inspect images:
○ Analyze images and tags

● Train the model
○ Train model and wait until model is trained (it can take some time but you can continue 

with next session as there is a model already deployed)
● Request a prediction from a hosted model in Cloud Run

○ Get URL of the model and run a prediction creating a new request
○ Call Cloud Run endpoint with payload.json created
○ Check prediction result



Cloud HeroCloud Hero Vertex Game (III)
Deploy a BigQuery ML Customer Churn Classifier to Vertex AI for Online Predictions

● Launch JupyterLab notebook
● Clone the lab repository
● Install lab dependencies
● Run each cell and analyze results
●



Cloud Hero

Cloud Hero Tips

● Use an incógnito window to open the Google Cloud Console 
● Check your progress to earn points
● Don´t forget to Submit “Finish your lab” to get credits
● Read the instructions carefully and use the same names, zones, 

regions… to get correct results
● Check the remaining time
● Don’t follow just the instructions. Investigate and try with GCP 

console and GCP shell

ASK ME!!!



Cloud HeroAccess to Games summary
Infra II Skills Game

- https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4082
- Access Code:  ch4-na-universitat-219

Data Skills Game
- https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4083
- Access Code:  ch4-na-universitat-220

Vertex AI Skills Game
- https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4084
- Access Code:  ch4-na-universitat-221

https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4082
https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4083
https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/games/4084


Cloud Hero

Additional Resources

Google it! Review support 
documentation at 
cloud.google.com/docs 

http://cloud.google.com/docs


Thank you!


